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University Senate

to discuss bylaws
Erik Schaffer
news editor

A special session of the University Senate has been scheduled
in order to discuss the propo.sed
University Senate bylaws.
The meeting will be held Jan.
17 at2 p.m in Room 222 J .C. Penney Building. In case further discussion is needed , Jan. 24 has
also been designated for the purpose of hearing the document.
The latter meeting will be held at
2 p.m. in Room 126 J .C. Penney
Building.
Since the spring of 1981 , the
Campus Governance Committee
has been working on the new
bylaws. The final draft was printed and distributed on campus
in October.
Basically, the document provides for (1) a small er Senate, (2)
more opportunities for faculty to
be elected to the Senate, (3) staff
representatIOn, (4) student senators to be chosen from within
the Student Assembly ..
The proposed changes have
caused considerable consternation among several members of
the UMSL community. At a recent "town hall" meeting sponsored by the Student Association,
Student Advocate Greg Barnes
said that his petition drive against
the changes contained 1,000 signatures . He said, however , that
more signatures are still needed.
Specific objections to the document deal mainly with cuts in
student representation on Senate
committees, the fact that the Student Assembly may no longer be
included in the ratification process of new bylaws, and that the
Student Association president
may no longer be regarded as an
ex-officio member of the Senate
Student Affairs Committee.
At the meeting, Barb Willis,
Student Association president,

said that important decisions are
made in the Senate which directly affect students. "If students
are 'not there to tell them (senators) what they are interested
in, they can only assume,"
Willis said.
"This is the age of the consumer," she said. "We have the
right of input."
Besides the Student Association, the Staff Council of the
UMSL Staff Association has also
raised objections to the new proposals. At the Staff Association
meeting held last Friday, Rick
Blanton, president of the association, outlined the council's
objections.
He said that only three standing committees of the Senate
allowed for more than one staff
representative. The Arts and
Cultural Affairs Committee has
no staff representation, Blanton
objected.
Blanton also said that the
council opposed the idea of a
limited term of one year for staff
representatives. "The tenure of
the majority of staff members is
comparable to the majority of
facuIty, " Blanton said.
Blanton said that the council
would also like to see the differen tiation between ' "professional staff" and " staff" be
eliminated. The new bylaws allow
only for "professional staff" to
serve on Senate committees.
Robert Proffer, UMSL budget
manager and member of the Staff
Association, said the bylaws
were "a slight against the Staff
Association. It behooves us to
play politics as much as possible."
Blanton said that individuals
will have "every opportunity to
discuss this to the fullest in the
special session."
See "Senate," page 3
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STUDY BREAK: Ken Shegog, William Curtis and Derrick Jackson (left to right) take it easyln
the Underground.
.

Advanced courses being dropped
Kevin A. Curtin
editor

Students in the mathematical
sciences department at UMSL
are finding that upper-level
courses either have limited enrollment or aren't being taught at
all.
"We lost 16-facuIty positions in
arts and sciences due to university budget cuts," said E. Terrence Jones, dean of the college.
"In mathematics, the strain is
felt in computer science courses."
Jones said that the demand for
computer science courses at
UMSL has been so great that the
college and math department
haven't been able to keep up.
The demand for more computer science courses, plus budgetary restraints, have affected
the math department as a whole,
according to Grant Weiland ,

chairperson ot the department.
"We have fewer staff than we did
in i980," Weiland said, " and our
allotment of funds has gone
down."
Weiland said that the loss of
even one instructor has caused
flux in both computer science
courses and the math department. Math courses at the 200
and 300 levels can only be offered
once a year, and the number of
students who are requesting
admission to the course sections
is on the rise. Evening students
may find that .the,re is no math
staff to teach courses on a
regular basis.
Perry Drake, a former statistics major, said that he had to
switch to a degree in economics
because the courses he needed to
finish the statistics major requirements were not offered. He
needed only two courses to com-

plete his degr ee: "Multivariate
Analysis" and Mathematics 333 .
According to Jones, two steps
could be taken immediately . The
first involves reallocating the
teaching schedule in t he math
department, along with increasing section sizes. The second is to
limit the number of students who
major in computer science by
using a grade-point cutoff system.
Jones said that increasing s'ection sizes leads to a concern over
the quality of education. He is
planning meetings within the colI!:!!;!:! ana tne math department in
January and February to implement solutions.
- "We can take short-term solutions within the next six
months, " Jones said. " It may
take two years or more to get up
to where we ought to be, as far as
faculty development and equipment purchases are concerned."

UMSL English major honoredby St. Louis Poetry Center
Linda Briggs
assistant features/arts editor

William Butler Yeats said,
"Romantic Ireland's dead and
gone, it's with O'Leary in the
grave." Sparkling with creativity, Irish-blooded Elaine Dempsey proves the poet wrong.
Dempsey, a senior majoring in
English, has won recognition
from the St. Louis Poetry Center
for her poetry and just recently
received an honorable mention
in the October issue of Ms.
Magazine for her short story,
"Why Didn't You Come to See
Me Sooner?"
The short story, chosen from
over 500 entries to Ms., involves
a young girl's relationship with
her grandmother.
A twinkle in her eye, and a
smile evocative of the young girl
she wrote about, Dempsey recalled
her feelings upon learning of the
honor. "I was very low-key about
the whole affair at first. Maybe
because it didn't seem real. I
keep getting more and more surprised," she said.
Dempsey wrote the story in its
original form for a short story
writing class with English professor David Carkeet. After
reading the story aloud, she
asked the group if it could accept
a different ending that she had in
mind. The class objected, telling

'Poetry is easier to control. I'd rather work
with lines and words than whole sections. '
- Elaine Dempsey
touched when poet Otto Tomsich
her the story could not work any
told me that he normally' desother way than in its original
pised narrative poems, but that
form. She put the story aside for
he liked my work."
a while, but eventually began
revising it to her liking. FollowDempsey became especially
ing her intuitions, she changed
interested in writing poetry
the ending, submitted the story
about two years ago while taking
to the Ms . magazine college fica poetry class with English protion contest, and to her disbelief,
fessor Alice Brand. "I learned a
won an honorable mention along
lot from Brand. I started seeing
with four other runners-up of the
changes in my poetry," she said.
seven total winners .
She studied other poets such as
Surprisingly, Dempsey hadn't
Richard Perry and Theodore
written much fiction before the
Roethke to get a sense of their
award . "I really like writing
styles and the way they put
poetry better," she admitted.
images together. She discovered
"Poetry is easier to control. I'd
that her own style had much in
rather work with lines and words
common with Lisel Mueller's
than whole sections as in short
poetry.
stories. I want to write more fiction someday, but currently my
Actually, Dempsey has been
focus is on poetry."
interested in writing long before
The conversation now headed
two years ago. When she was 10
in her favorite direction, Dempshe began keeping a journal, resey reminisced about some turncording the events of her young
ing points in her poetic history.
life and oftentimes creating
Last spring, she entered the St.
situations when reality did not ·
Louis Poetry Center Contest and . present the drama. "I laugh when
won recognition for two of her
I read those entries. I'd write
poems. She had the chance to
things like, 'Today my sister
read with other published poets:
died, I feel horrible,' while my
"It was exciting," she said. "Iwas
sister was dOing fine," she said.

She often writes poems about
these first fiction attempts.
She added that her family had a
hand in her love of wdting. " I
come from a large family. There
was always something to write
about," she said.
An older sister was a role
model and ' was instrumental in
shaping her fiction interests.
"We would read books like 'Little
Women' and then discuss their
meanings. She could gobble down a
book in an hour. I tried so hard to
keep up with her," she said.
During high school, Dempsey
became intrigued with Virginia
Woolf's letters, diaries, and fiction. She learned about Woolfs
relationship with Vita SackvilleWest. " Her work is so emotional.
I was moved by her writing, " she
said. Today, Dempsey uses Woolfs
work as a source for her poetry.
As well as writing about grandmothers, sisters and Virginia
Woolf, she draws material from
the art world. She reads the
magazine Art Forum for ideas
and is inspired by books about
artists' lives. German expressionism is a favorite form. Also,
she's written a few poems centering on Degas' work. " I love what
Degas does with light. I try to
make these. images work with
words,"·she said.
Dempsey writes many narrative poems, usually with an open
form . She stresses that her

poetry is not abstract." She uses a
lot of concrete images. " My
poetry changes very often. I try
to experiment with new styles,
but I don't use rhyme."
What motivates her to write at
all? " In many 'ways, it .can be
therapeutic. Even though I write
See "Dempsey," page 3
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"The Women's Room,'J
adapted for the stage by
UMSL professor Beth Kizer, was part of a national
speech
communication
conference.
page 8

Reports on men's hoops,
women's basketball team
leader Kandy Cassaday,
and the upswing ofthe hockey club are in this week's
page 10
sports section.
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.UMSL. may launch
Eldercare program
Nancy O'Malley
assistant news editor

UMSL may be the first in the
area to launch an Eldercare Center for elderly people in North St.
Louis Cou-nty. Pending final
approvaT fI'om the University of
Missouri, the c'e nter will be
housed at 7952 Natural Bridge
Road, next to the new Alumni
Center.
" An adult day health-care
facility will provide health care
supervision as well as educational, recreational and rehabilitative activities for elderly
clients in the area," said Marilyn
Maguire, director of nursingcontinuing education.
.
Maguire, the backbone of this
project, was made aware of a
similar center at Southeast Missouri State University. She found
that UMSL owned a vacant house.
"From that point, everything
seemed to fall right in place,"
Maguire said. Final approval
from UM is still needed before
the decision is final.
The University of Missouri'
will provide the center with
space, utilities, maintenance and.
security. In addition, the MidEast Agency on Aging will provide the noon meal through its
nutrition centers, and transpor·tation through the Older Adult

Transportation System.
However, before any work
begins, approximately $40,000 is
n~eded for renovation and fur~
;nishTngs. Funding is being sought
from outside sources to raise the
money. While the house is ideal
for an adult day care center,
'some renovation is needed-:
Major expenses will include
making the house accessible fpr
wheelchairs. It needs new roof'ing, the addition of a parking lot
in the backyard, rewiring and
installing air-conditioning.
- Ma-guire has received widespread support from the UMSL
community as well as the community in general. She has received letters from the School Df'
Optometry, School of Nursing,
the gerontology program and
Departments of Social Work,
Psychology, Music and Physical
Education, endorsing the Eldercare Center.
"Iwas very impressed with the
,conceptual d~sign of, the pro~
gram and feel, when mat,p.rialized;
th'is set.vice will prove to be not
only of value to the community
but to the total statewide network
of adult day care programs," said
Monte Aspelmeier, Adult Day
Care Coordinator " for the Missouri Division of Aging,

PERTINENT POSSIBILITIES: This house, located at 7952 Natural Bridge Road, may be used to
house UM$L's Eldercare program, pending approval from he UM Board of Curators. If approved,
the program will provide health, educational, and recreational activities for the elderly.

According to 1980 census data.
the area in which UMSL is located
is an area of high need for adult
I ~ay ' health care. Missouri ranks
third in the nation in -relation to
the percentage of total ' population over 65 years of age. Persons '
.65 years and over make up 11.4
percent of the population surrounding UMSL.
Maguire identifies the objectives of the center as follows :

for students in the School of
Nursing, School of Optometry,
,Scho01 of Education, and the
Departments of Social Work
and Music.

continuous learning experiences
and enrichment of living through
interaction with university stu-'
dents and faculty as well as with
~he community in general.

- To provide a safe, clean and
wholesome environment for a
'maximum of 18 elderly clients
'for five days a week (7 :30 a.m. to
5:30 p,m.) throughout the year,
except for stated holidays.

- To provide a model for
establishing other cost-effective, adult day health-care cen'ters for the elderly throughout
Missouri.

- 'To provide a' clinical laboratory for faculty and student

- To provide health care
supervision and referral for the
'clients.

,teseal.:ch, : clinical ' experi'ences.
and internships in gerontology

- To stimulate an interest in
and provide the opportunities for

The basic layout of the house
so far includes a main activity
room, a quiet room , a bedroom, a
kitchen, an office and eventually
a game room in the basement
equipped with pingpong tables.

Campus cops cull cash from improper parking
Barb DePalma
reporter

During the past year, the
UMSL Police have issued over
43,000 tickets to cars that were
parked illegally. These tickets
netted over $72 ,000 in revenue
which will be placed in the parking fund.
The parking fund consists of
money collected from the payment of fines and the money paid
out for parking stickers. This
money is then used to build new
parking structures, pave parking
lots, plow snow, pave roads and
pay for other maintenance items
that need repairs.
According to Director of University Police William C. Karabas, the amount collected was an

increase over last year. Karabas
attributed the increase to two
factors: the increase in parking
fines this year, and the rise in
fines for parking in spaces reserved for handicapped people to
$25. However, Karabas said he
feels the main reason so much
money was collected was because
of better enforcement this year.
"Once people find' out they can't
play games, the number will
probably go down," Karabas said.
Although payment of parking
violations resulted in an increase
in revenue this year, Karabas
said it is important that the officers
be free to do other duties besides
ticket cars. " I would rather see
them spending time assuring
that people are safe," Karabas
said,

At a recent meeting of the
UMSL Parking Committee, ways
to reduce parking violations on
campus were discussed. Karabas
appeared before the committee
to say that by reducing violations,
police officers would be free for
crime prevention and protection
instead of writing tickets. He
also made three suggestions for
reducing violations;. (1) Establish
a single appeals committee for
students, faculty and staff, (2)
Iilcrease the parKIng fine, ana
(3) Eliminate the "denied but
fine suspended" option for the
appeals committee of the UMSL
Student Court.
However, Jeff Janoski, chief

Accessories

could be made on campus. Several places he suggested needed
improvements were sewers, paving and grading of roads and
parking lots, and lighting.
" I think the next big project is
Parking Lot E," Karabas said. " It
takes all kinds of money to patch,
but it is not going to hold."

J. C. Penney Rep recruiting today .
Robert Fishet, district personnel manager for the J. C. Penney
Co. Inc, will be on campus today
from 8:30 to 9 a.m. in Room 346
Woods Hall.
Fisher said he is receiving
people interested in temporary

sales work over file holidays as
well as people interested in the
company's , intern management
training program.
A background in marketing
and retail sales would be beneficial, Fisher said. However, all
students are welcome.

SCARFACE

STEREO REPAIR
Needles

justice of the Student Court,
defended the "denied ,but fine
suspended" rule because of
ambiguous or nonexistent signs
on campus and incoming fresh- .
man not knowing where to park.
Karabas said that with the
money collected from parking
violations, many improvements
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Winkel named new assistant director of operations
B arb DePa lma
reporter

After serving in management
positions in university centers
on two Michigan campuses, Bill
Winkel brings his past experience to UMSL after being appointed the new assistant director for
operations in the University Center. Winkel replaces Charlotte
McCluer, who resigned earlier
this semester to become a drug
representative for Abbott Laboratories.
Winkel attended the Univ ersity of Michigan in Ann Arbor
where he received his bachelor's
degree in pOlitical theory. He
received his master's degree in
education from Michigan State
University. While attending these
universities, Winkel worked in
the residence halls and student
unions. He was the evening super-

BILLWINKEL
visor at the University of Michigan and was a supervisor in the
student union of Michigan State.
"This previous work experi-

Dempsey
from page 1

fictional s.ituations, they're still
based on my own feelings," she
said.
After graduating tms December, Dempsey plans to work full
time for the small law firm where
she is presently employed part
time. Eventually, she'd like to
enroll in an advanced creative
. writing program at Washington
University.

ence definitely gave me a strong
introduction into university center operation," Winkel said. It
was during this time, he added,
that he decided to pursue work in
student affairs.
Winkel said that since his
appointment, he has spent much
time studying and learning about
the way the UMSL University
Center operates. "What I'm trying to do is to help implement a
'management by objectives' system for the U. Center," he said.
"Management by objectives is a
management system in which
clear-cut goals are set and evaluation methods are determined
in order to increase the accountability for the work we do. "
Winkel said that, so far, the
systems he has seen are in place
at the U. Center. As assistnat
director of operations he is in
charge of the cashier's operations,

all accounting work, the reservationist and U. Center night
manager, concessions, ushers for
weekend films , custodial and
maintenance services, audio
.v isual equipment usage and the
Fun Palace.
" The list of services is long,"
Winkel said. "At the same time
we face the challenge of implementing sound business practices as well as facing the challenge of maintaining operating
budgets. My hope is to be able to
provide the best leadership I
know how to provide and to do so
while working within operating
budget constraints."
UMSL compares with the two
Michigan universities in terms of
operations similarities, Winkel
said. However, the main difference he sees is that UMSL is a

totally commuter college whereas
the other two universities he
worked for were not. " I'm still
learning about the operations as
they relate to a strictly commuter school," Winkel said. " I
see a great deal of concern about
offering appropriate services to
commuter students." Several
things Winkel sees as good services for commuter students are
the van and car pooling programs, weekend movie series,
and the "Wednesday Noon Live"
series.
When asked about · campus
apathy affecting the success of
programs being offered, Winkel
said, " The questron of apathy is
not so much a question of apathy,
but of community awareness.
One possible way of fighting the
phenomenon called apathy is to
do some community building. "

Senate
1

At the moment, she is concentrating on obtaining her degree
from UMSL. Unfortunately, she
doesn't have much time to work
on her poetry. With a laugh, she
said, "It's hard to read sociology
and write poems at the saIl)e
time."
Despite her present, more
practical concerns, Dempsey's
gaze hints of a poem that never
quits writing itself in her mind.

from page 1

To expedite discussion in this
special session, the Senate
Executive Committee has recommended several procedural rules:
- Amendments are to be typed
and sent to Barbara Jaynes in the
Chancellor's Office, 401 Woods
Hall. They must be turned in no'
later than Jan. 5.

- Senators and non-senators
wishing to speak are permitted to
be recognized by the chair a maximum Qf two times for anyone
amendment. The time limit for
each recognition is set at three
minutes.
- Individuals wishing to speak
on any given amendment may
sign up for that purpose. Recognition by the chair will be guar-

HYPNOSIS
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"We got back a coded
Telex message from
Langley, Virginia, telling
us in essence if these
are in fact Americans,
assassinate them."
-Scott Barnes
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anteed one time, prior to any
floor recognition.
- Non-senators wishing to
propose amendments may do so
through a senator or through
Chancellor Arnold B. Grobman
or David Ganz, Senate parliamentarian.
The above recommendations
are pending approval in the Dec.
13 meeting of the Senate.
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editorials
Assembly gets
credit and thanks
The UMSL Student Association Assembly, despite failing to hold its regular
monthly meeting in December, has performed well this semester in representing
the student body it serves. It operated on
two principles of government that are
prized: honesty and perseverance.
By recalling the referendum that had
originally eliminated organizational rep
resentatives from the assembly in early
September, President Barb Willis effectively blew the whistle on an unconstitutional election. She allowed the due process of government its reign, trusting in a
system that has worked so far this year.
The Student Court and the Administrative
Committee participated fully in returning
the final decision over organizational representatives back to where it belongs the student body.
President Willis has taken personal
initiative in fulfilling her duties. She
improved the lighting situation around
Benton Hall ' by simply inviting key administrators for a night-time walk, and
the inky blackness spoke for her. Her tactics circumvented the usual frustrating
committee work and sped up installing the
lights.
Probably her best move to date has been
creating the position of Student Advocate
and then filling it with Greg Barnes. Barnes has been instrumental in helping the
Willis administration re-establish communication with students and the credibility of student government. He has been
paraqlount in the drive to defeat the Campus Governance Committee proposal. He
is a tireless worker who has organized the
petition drive against the UniverSity
Senate's proposal, and has gone as far as
donating his own money to the cause.
Both Willis and Barnes are at the forefront of a Student Assembly that is genuinely interested in solving student problems. The assembly enjoys active participation from its elected representatives. Their one setback may well be the
reluctance of some organizational representatives to partiCipate.

Uninterested organizational representatives, by failing to attend the December
meeting, stalled the assembly's efforts to
terminate its ineffective Student Escort
program, and to lobby on behalf of UMSL
students in the state legislature.
How ironic that the very body that
revived organizational representation
now suffers because these representatives won't exercise their proxy privileges or show up at assembly meetings.
Yet the Student Assembly and its leaders
have doggedly challenged UMSL administration. They are improving the relationship they have with their constituency.
The "town hall" meeting may not have
been well-attended, but those who came
left with a feeling that the present student
administration is concerned and open to
criticism.
Our student government is not without
faults. They have been reticent in getting
the Parking Committee into gear over lot
improvements. It may be too much to ask
for new asphalt now that winter is here,
but now is the time to begin talking about
the problem. Our student leaders don't
have to give us new parking lots. A reasonable e~planation of what is done with our
parking fees on the North campus is
enough.
There is still plenty to watch for during
the coming semester. Barnes, Willis and
the Assembly all face challenges from the
University Senate, the Senate Student
Affairs Committee, and other groups and
trends which put the students' interest in
jeopardy. Internal struggles may arise
over issues. Their ballooning budget will
be subject to close scrutiny, and justification for expenditures may be necessary.
The assembly's response to its challenges has been formidable. Its effective
planning has given students a chance for
greater input into student government and
has set up a cooperative spirit between
student leaders, the organizations and the
student body as a whole. In reflecting on a
successful semester, we extend our thanks
and hope for a continuation of the honest
and hard-working government we have
enjoyed thus far.
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Distressed over Dan's
digressive deed
Dear Editor,
I was most distressed when I turned the
pages of last week's Current and found
Sports Editor Dan Kimack's vicious attack
on the UMSL basketball program. I found
the piece tasteless, pointless and not at
all humorous .
Time and time again, in the pages of the
Current, UMSL students have been chastised for their apathy, especially regarding UMSL sports. Mr. Kimack, it seems,
must have decided that the old adage is
true: If you can't beat them, join them.
How sad.
Although the Current is not an official
publication of the University of MissouriSt. Louis, it nonetheless has a responsibility to its readers to provide fair and
complete coverage of events on the UMSL
campus. In any newspaper, there is, of
course, room for editorial statements.
However, Mr. Kimack's " article" or
"column" or whatever makes no editorial
- unless it is to suggest that Kimack has
chosen to attend the wrong university.

As if digs about Coach Rich Meckfessel
and All-American candidate Carlos Smith
weren't enough, Kimack goes on to point
out an error in the Riverman press guide.
So WHAT!
UMSL volleyball player Karen Davis
was selected to the MfAA second team AllTournament this week. But there was no
mention of that in the Current.
As an UMSL student I have strongly supported the teams for the past three years.
The players chose to attend UMSL and are
proud of their efforts here. For many
UMSL students not to realize this, is
perhaps understandable. For the Current's sports editor (?) to have such a snobbish attitude toward his own school's team
is inexcusable. Perhaps he would be happier at the University of South Carolina.
I feel Mr. Kimack owes Coach Meckfessel and his team an apology.
Regretfully,
Sharon Kubatzky

Jeff Little

editor

Yates W. Sanders

letters

circulation manager

photographers:

Happy Holidays
to you and yours
from the staff of
the Current.

Thomas Aherron
Roger Bates
Bob Mrazik
Joe Villegas

The Current is published weekly on Thursdays.
AdvertiSing rates are available upon request by contacting the
Current Business Office at 553-5175. Space reservations for advertisements must be received by noon Monday prior to the date of
publication.
The Current, financed in part by student activities fees, is not an official publication of the University of Missouri. The university is not responsible for the Current's contents and policies.
Editorials expressed in the paper reflect the opinion of the editorial
staff. Articles labeled "Commentary" are the opinion of the
individual writer.

Letters policy
The Current welcomes all letters to the edit~r. All letters must be signed and the
writer's student number and phone number must be included. Non-students also
must sign their letters, but only need to add their phone number.
Names for published letters will be withheld upon request, but letters with which
the writer's name is published will receive first preference.
.
Responsibility for letters to the editor belongs to the individual w.rite~. The
Current is not responsible for controversial material in the letters, but malDtaUls the
right to refuse publication of letters judged by the editorial staff to be in poor
taste.
Letters may be dropped off at the Current offices, 1 Blue Metal Office Building, or
the University Center Information Desk. They may also be mailed to Letters to t~e
'l!:ditor, Current, 1 Blue Metal Office Building, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, st. LoUIS,
-Mo. 63121.
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New Year's Eve will bring LIbertarian views into focus
Dear Editor,
As 1984 - that symbolic year for the
rampant rise of Statism and subsequent
loss of freedom in the 20th century rapidly approaches, it is time we look back
at what time has wrought. Sen. Patrick
Moynihan tells us that our way of life has
already been decided. Decided by whom?
Why, by Sen. Moynihan, of course! And
then there were his mentors, Franklin
Roosevelt and John Maynard Keynes. But
these men are dead now and Grandpa
Moynihan's years are limited. So it is our
world now and it is truly our decision to
make: Do we want to live in Moynihan's
world - the one so well characterized by
George Orwell- or do we choose to live in
a free society - as envisioned by Thomas
Jefferson and Thomas Paine?
When sensible economists warned of the
inevitable long-run disasters that
Keynesianism would cause, Keynes re-

LIIVING
COLL.I!
Control Data Inslltute recommends that you stay and earn
your degree But It we can t
change yo ur mind. we can
at least help you take advan·
tage o f the college work
completed so far

plied that it doesn't matter for, "In the
long-run we're all dead!" Well, Keynes is
dead now, and we're stuck in his long-run
of seemingly permanent umemployment
and inflation. It is beyond reason that this
system is called "free enterprise." It has
much more in common with the system set
forth by President Hoover's mentor,
Mussolini, (dare I say it?) - fascism - a
system in which private individuals hold
nominal title, but eminent domain and all
practical control of property is maintained by the State.
"I have said this before, but I shall say it
again and again and again. Your boys are
not going to be sent into any foreign wars."
So said Franklin Roosevelt in 1940 as he
established the first peacetime draft in
American history in order to blow up a
European conflict into the biggest war in
World history. Roosevelt could not let
Hitler get one up on him by throwing Jews

NOW '3 LOCATIONS
SERVE YOU!

CALL
(374) 534-8787
and learn how the world of
c omputers co uld be your
world . too

have been seized by the State because the
parents' religion didn't suit the taste of the
judge.
And right now the Missouri Legislature
is putting together the "Early Childhood
Education Act" which includes "Developmental Delay Testing. " "DDT" screens
preschoolers for "delay" in five categories. Failure in anyone of these
categories would be sufficient for the
State to confiscate the child, citing the
parents with negligence. These tests are
already beginning here on -campus.
This New Year's Eve is no time for celebration. Perhaps at the ball games next
year we ought to ditch the "Star-Spangled
Banner" and sing " Bye Bye Miss American Pie" ... (tears).
For America,
Terry Inman
Chairman
Libertarian Students
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Thr o ugh a new approac h to
individualiz e d instructIOn .
Co ntr o l Dat a In s titute c an
h e lp you get th e training
you need to seek a career as
a Co mpu t e r Programmer.
Operdtor or Computer Technic ian

into concentration camps, so he proceeded
to throw Japanese Americans into concentration camps. That these two men are
now regarded differently is beyond
reason.
In the post- World War II years we've not
had wars, but we have had three peaces:
Korea, Vietnam and now Lebanon. They
'may not be called wars anymore, but
enough people die just the same.
These post-war years have also seen the
throwing out the window of the Bill of
Rights. The Federal Government shut
down a Hawaiian radio station for broadcasting libertarian views.
But, perhaps most frighting in this
Orwellian world is the State's treatment of
children. According to modern interpretations, the Bill of Rights doesn't apply
to children. Due process of law applies
only to adults, and only "competent" ones
at that. Conse.guently, several children
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Wanted:

Yes. we need more priests. Today
we have only 34 young men
studying for the priesthood at
Kenrick Seminary. We need many
more for the years ahead. I am
confident that God will always call
the priests that we need. He does
not abandon His Church. But we
must listen and respond to that
call. I want to help you to listen.
I want to support you in making
a life decision.

Math Student Assistants wanted for Winter 1984
semester. Must have completed Calculus 3 with a
. "B" average.

.

Contact Harvey Chew, Center for Academic
Development, 505 Tower, 553-5195.
l!

From now on, you cannot claim
that no one ever asked you to be a
priesl.l am asking you right now. I
am calling for five from every
parish in this Archdiocese to
contact me. And I call on your
families to support my invitation.
I want your teachers and friends to
challenge you to answer this call .
I! you are called to the priesthood,
write me direclly or tell your parish
priesf, and I will be in touch
with you.
In this season of hope, I can see
new light for the days ahead, new
leaders for God's holy people in
this church . I have told you before
Ihat I am proud to be your
Archbishop. I will be even prouder
to work side by side with you as a

'.
I

:
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r:t:r
brother priesf here in SI. Louis. I will
be waiting to hear from you.

1fD« II (
OF'"

Sponsored by the Serra Club of St. Louis

8:00 pm

Normandy Presbyterian Church Stage
so ct

e~7
Most Reverend John L. May
Archbishop of SI. Louis
4445lindell Boulevard
St. Louis. Missouri 63108
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• The Cente'r for International Studies
sponsors "The Role of the CIA in
Recent U.S. Foreign Policy," a lecture by Paul M. Chretien, from 1:15 t03
p.m. in the McDonnell Conference
Room,331 SSB. Chretien is a presentations officer in the Office of Public
Affairs for the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.

----~119

Friday·
• Th~ University Program Board Film
Series concludes for the semester
with "War Games," starring Matthew
Broderick and Ally Sheedy, at 7:30 and
10 p.m. in Room 101 Stadler Hall.
Admission is $1 fo.r students with an
U MSL 10 and $1.50 for the general
public.

-. A benefit concert by folk singer
and autoharpist Bryan Bowers is
held at 8 p.m. in the J~ C. Penney
Auditorium. A local blues and folk
music group will open for Bowers. Tickets are $5 and may be purchased at
the University Center Information
Desk. All proceeds will benefit the

,

"War Games," a story about a
kid bored with high school, but gifted enough to nearly start World
War III with his home computer.
David (Matthew Broderick) tries
·to tap info a new product line but
finds he has challenged the U.S. Defense Department's computer to a
game of thermonuclear war.
What results is the government
and military's race against time to
clear up the world-threatening
confusion. '
The supporting cast includes Ally
Sheedy as David's girlfriend, Dabney Coleman as a defense specialis~
and John Wood as the computer's
designer. "War Games" is-rated PG. .

• Women's basketball vs. Northeastern Illinois University at 7 p.m. in
the Mark Twai(l Gymnasium. Admissionis free to students with an UMSL

----~12

~
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and the church's Board of Deacons to
Ii'elp raise money for th-e Greg'-Franzen Fund. Franzen, the son of UMSL
dean of the School of Education William Franzen, was paralyzed from the
neck down in a diving accident this
summer. Moneyfrom the fund will help
, defray medical costs.

----~111
• KWMU (FM 91) .airs "Creative
Aging" every Sunday from 7 to 8 p.m.
One of this week's topics is "The M issouri Department of Conservation:
a Model for Other States," by Herbert Schwartz. Schwartz, coordinator.
for the Missouri De'partment of Conservation Services, will review thehistory and development of the state's

I___s_u_n_da.....y

conservation practices to protect fish,
game and forestry resources. Also this
week, botanists Peg Feigley, age 82,
and Lillian Nagel, age 80, will present
"The Importance of Plants That
Bear Spores Instead of Seeds," a
discussion about their travels and
teaching as they studied plants in
many parts of this country and abroad.

----..-.....j11 41
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• The School of Business Administration Alumni Association is sponsoring a tax seminar at 7 p.m. in Room
126 J.C. Penney. Tom Mayer, a 1968
UMSL graduate and director of tax
services at Laventhol & Horwath CPA
firm in St. Louis, will speak on "Personal Income and Estate Tax Planning Considerations." Following
Mayer's presentation, which is free
and opentothe public, theseminarwill
adjourn to the Alumni Center for refreshments and informal discussion
about the topic. Reservations for the
tax seminar can be made by calling
553-5776.

Greg Franzen Fund, which was set
up to help pay the medical and
rehabilitation expenses of the son of
William Franzen, dean of the UMSL
School of Education. The concert is
sponsored jointly by UMSL and Focal
Point, a non-profit center of music. For
ticket information, call 553-5148.

10, $1 for UMSL faculty and staff,
senior citizens and children, and $2 for
non-students and adults. For more
information, call 553-5121.

21~__
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• KWMU (FM 91) will simulcast with
. KETC (Channel 9) Handel's "Messiah"
performed by the St. Louis Symphony
Orchestra and Chorus at 8:30 p.m.
Christopher Hogwood, founder/conductor of the Academy of Ancient
Music, will direct the symphony at
Powell Hall. The concert will re-air
Christmas Day at 2:30 p.m.

------111 01 __
• A benefit arts and crafts festival
will be held from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at St.
Mark United Presbyterian Church,
601 E. Claymont, in Ballwin. The festival is being coordinated by UMSL

M_Q.....
n_da....y
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at the movies

• The University Program Board continues"WarGames" as part of its Film
Series. See Friday for information.

1-1__

• The UMSL Alumni Association is ·
selling tickets for the Bach Society's
annual Christmas Candlelight Concertat8 p.m. at Powell Symphony Hall.
Tickets are $10 and are .available at
the University Center Information
desk. The ticket price includes an
Alumni Association-hosted wine and
cheese reception in the Met Bar imr:nediately following the concert.

• Church bells, carollers, story-tellers,
and a fife and drum corps form the
sounds of "Christmas In The Colonies:
A Williamsburg Celebration" to be
aired on KWMU (FM 91) at 6:30 p.m.

Thursday ·
• Men's basketball vs. Lindenwood
College at 7:30 p.m. in the Mark Twain
Gymnasium. Admission is free to
stud~nts with an UMSL 10, $1 for

U MSL faculty and staff, senior citizens
and children, and $2 for non-students
and adults.

Saturday

.7
• The UMSL Chess Club sponsors '
"The First Annual UMSL Open"
today and tom morrow in Room 126
J.C. Penney. Registration is from 8 to 9
am. today with rounds at9:30 a.m. and
2 and 7 p.m. Sunday's rounds are at 1 0
am. and 3 p.m. A United States Chess

Federation and a Missouri Chess
Association membership are required
and can be purchased at the site. For
more information, contact Tom
Kuefler, tournament director, at 8785839.

holiday hours
Mark Twain Building

• The University Bookstore will buy
back used books from the fall semester through Wednesday, Dec. 21 . The
bookstore is open Monday through
Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m.
arid Friday from 8:30 am. to 4:30 p.m.

Friday -

Building
Monday- Friday

7:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.

Gymnasium
Monday- Friday

9 :30 a.m.-2 p.m.

Pool
Monday, Wednesday, Friday
Tuesday, Thursday
Racquetball Courts
Monday- Friday

11 a.m.-2 p.m.
noon-2 p.m.
7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

Thomas Jefferson Library
Monday-Friday, Sunday

8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Education Library
Monday-Friday
• Preregistered students' fees are
due today. The Cashier's Office will be
open Monday through Thursday from
8 am. to 7 p.m. and Fridayfrom 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Unpaid fees will result in a cancellation of schedules.

.J

• The UMSL Opera Workshop presents "Amahl and the Night Visitors"
tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. in the
Education Auditorium, South Campus.
Admission is free. For more information, call 553-5980 ..

8 a.m.-5 p.m.

The Mark Twain Building, both libraries and the Computer
Center will be closed Sunday, Dec. 24, through Monday,
Jan. 2.

21. .__
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Sunday

• Day school student registration
fees may be paid today and tomor~ow
at the Cashier's Office. The office will

• The fall semester graduation
exercises take place at 3 p.m. in the
Mark Twain Building. James C. Olson,
University of Missouri president, is the
commencement speaker.

Monday
• Registration for day school students is held from 8:30 a.m. to' 11 :30
a.m. and 1 to 3:30 p.m. Schedules must
be approved by the dean's office. All
materials are then turned in at Room
218 SSB. Registration fees will be due

----~11

Registration for evening and
gradu~te students is held today and
tomorrow from 4:30 to 8 p.m. Students
may receive dean's approval in Room
218 SSB. Fee assessments will be

Dec. 12 and 13. The Cashier's Office
will be open Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and Friday
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Unpaid fees will
result in a cancellation of schedules.

given in Room 216 SSB, and payments
may be made in Room 216 SSB. All
fees must be paid at the time of registration. Students IDs will be made in
Room 336 SSB.

• Weekdays
6-8 a.m. Morning Edition
5-6 :30 p.m. All Things Considered
• Mondays
midnight-6 a.m. Miles Beyond The
Student Staff presents alternative
and mainstream jazz.
• Fridays
11 p.m. Pipeline The Student Staff
presents alternative and experimental rock.

• Men's basketball vs. the University of Missouri-Rolla at 7:30 p.m. in
the Mark Twain Gymnasium.
• Women's basketball vs. the University of Missouri-Rolla at 5:30 p.m. in

t - I_
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the Mark Twain Gymnasium.
• UMSLhockeyvs. LoganColiegeat
11 :30 p.m. at Creve Coeur Ice Rink,
11400 Old Cabin Road. Admission is
free.

campus exhibits

kwmu'programming
• KWMU, the radio station at UMSL,
broadcasts at 91 FM.

be open today from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. and
tomorrow from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

------111 6
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• Saturdays
midnight-6 a.m. Pipeline
9 p.m. Jazz Spectrum
11 p.m. Fusion 91 The Student Staff
presents avant-garde and progressive jazz.
• Sundays
7 p.m. Creative Aging A program by,
for and about retired people.
10 p.m. Playhouse 91
10:30 p.m. Sunday Magazine The
Student Staff reviews the week's
news events.
11 :30 p.m. Sports Spectrum The Student Staff reviews the week in
sports.

The following departmental exhibits will con·
tinue at these locations through the end of
Decembe r:
• "SkIIng," third floor, Thomas Jefferson library. Prepared by the Office of Student Activities and the library's R'e ference staff.

• "The History of UMSl," second floor, J.C.
Penney Building. Prepared by University Archives and Western Historical Manuscript
Collection.
• " Beekeeping," third floor, Lucas Hall.
Prepared by Continuing Education and the
biology department.

• "St. louis and Special Collections,"
third floor, Thomas Jefferson Library. Prepared by the library's Collectiol' Development
. Division.

• " Wasps: Natural History and Research,"
second floor, Woods Hall. Prepared by the
biology department.

• " The Evolution of a Book," third floor,
Stadler Hall. Prepared by University Arch ives
and Western Historical Manuscript Collection.

• " St. louis and Urban life," Summ it
lounge, University Center. Traveling exhibit
prepared by Exhibits and Collections.

• " Development: A Process of Change,"
third floor, Stadler Hall. Prepared by the biology department and Exhibits and Collections.

For more information, please contact the appropriate department or Thomas Jefferson Library Exhibits and Collections, 553-5820.

·~classifteds--,-----------------,
For Sale
. Timberline wood burning stove for
sale. $400. Call Sandy 8 ,to 5, 5535273, after 5 p.m. 381 - 6517.
2 Volkswagen snow t ires and wheels,
Atlas, 75% rubber. Ready to go, $25.
Call 962-3223
1976 Pacer, $750, clean, no rust,
good tires, great transportation, must
sell,741-1070.
Organ, play like piano or play number. Is in excellent condition. It costs
only $75. Only one adjustment to be
made, it needs a stool. Call anytime,
436-3217, ask for Rhonda. .

Private sleeping room for rent for
single male-home in Overland Kitchen
privileges, laundry room, friendly
atmosphere. $40 weekly. Six ' miles
from UMSL, near Woodson and Lackland. Call Merle at 383-9606 or
Melanie at 428-9143.
20-year-old female looking for nonsmoking female to share 2-bedroom
apt. in Overland, about 15 minutes
away from UMSl~ Rent - $147.50
each per month: utilities - $65 each
per month. For more information, call
423-9483 after 5:30 p.m.
23 year old clerical worker from
Yorkshire ,England, seeks pen pal.
Contact Student Affairs, 301 Woods,
553-5211 , for further information.

Miscellaneous
'Abortion Service: Confidential counseling, pregnancy test, pelvic exams.
Reproductive Health Services- The
oldest, most respected name in problem pregnancy counseling and outpatient abortion services in the Midwest. Call 367-0300 (city clinic) or
227-7225 (west county) ; toll free in
Missouri 1-800-392-0888.
Will type dissertations, term papers, ,
manuscripts, resumes, etc. Experiences in dissertation and technical typing, and have selectric typewriter.
291-8292.
Student Resumes SpeCialists! Call
Resumes That Work today! Free
cover letter with every resume. Interview coaching available. 727-9577.
Would you like to be a Peer Counselor? Gain practical experience in
the counseling field and get paid on a
work/study basis! Completion of,
Psych 60 - Helping Relationships
and Psych 61 - Applied Skills are
prerequisites for application. Call
553- 5711 or stop by 427 SSB.
Found: Calculator. Must be able to
describe and give serial number. Call
381-1635.
Furnished apartment needed for two
adults and three small children.
English professor from University of
New Mex:co. For two to four weeks.
Call 867-3272 for information.

Personals
KuPoliock (?),
Hey did you hear the one about the
girl (?) who dumped on her friend (?),
attacked his credibility (?) ... She
used to help (?) me out. Nice (?). girl,
funny (?), charming (?). No? So What?
I'm still laughing (?),
???
Senors Fred y Marty,
Felices Navidades! You two are very
special people, a little strange
maybe, but special all the · same. I
hope your holidays are happy and
the new year your best ever.
Afectuosamente,
Tina
Smiley,
I hope you have a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, too.
Love,
A North County Girl
To Los-Unit:
Is it true you are being customreconditioned as a companion host
for cocktail parties and other poolside social gatherings?
Bom-unit
To my little brothers Jeff and Marty,
You've both made me very proud. I
couldrj't have asked for two better little brothers. You're both going to
make great Tekes.
Your Big Brother Tom

Jeannie,
Happy 20th Birthday! I hope it's a
good one. But, remember to watch
out for the eyes.
Love,
Your favorite sister
Randy,
Just an early b-day greeting from
your JCP pals. Have a great day" on
the 14th!
MandA
P.S. Thought you might like to see
. YOu! name in the paper.
Jeannie,
I hope you had a terrific birthday yesterday! You're really a special friend
- you deserve a special birthday.
Hope your day iNas great!
Love,
SM
Pam M.
I have some " New Specials" this
week. When you're reading your
bulletin board, stop by and let me
" diagnose your problem." Maybe
you'll have a fav~rable prognosis!
The Doctor .
Jerry,
It was fun while it lasted. Too bad it
had to end before it got started.
When you didn't talk to me 12/1 , I got
the hint. I'll always be there if you ever
need a frir nd.
Love,
Minnie
Jeannie,
Happy 20th Birthday, Mom. I hope'
, you had a great day.
Love ya,
Christy
Holly is green, and so is the tree
Merry Christmas Chef-tel, To yo~
from me. I know this is corny, but I
don't care, I just wanted to say I love
my Pot Belly Bear.
'
Lynnsy
Rudolph's nose is red, Santa's is too,
Are you sure I can't go skiing with
you? I won't be a bother, I won't be a
pain, But being in St. Louis without
you , Will drive me insane!
Guess Who
Mary Kay, Joe and Brian,
Have a Merry Christmas!
Jack and Kathy

Dear Rosie,
Thanks for making this semester's
carpool a " party all night long."
Thanks for M.O.'s on 1-70, onion rings
at Scott's, Olivia Dry ton-John stories,
loser pedestrians, " Elizabeth," Uncle
H., honieworks #3, #4, #5, and cardancin'.
Sincerely,
President of Joan Rivers Fan Club
A Christmas wish iist - To Moode:
Naugles at Taco Bell, To Karen R.:
Dog-Poop, To Karen H.: A " tentforthe
party, To Rosie: M.O.'s on 1-70, To
Joan L.: 98 pairs of shoes, To all
losers: Nothing! You lose!
Welcome to the new brothers of
Delta Sig ma Pi. Hope your initiation
was memorable.
Fraternally,
Jeff
Congratulations to the Alpfla Beta
pledge class or Delta Sigma Pi.
Welcome to the fraternity.
.
Fraternally,
Karen " Porthos"
Bif,
You should let a person know you're
interested. I'm beautiful but dumb.
Signed,
The Fairest Cadet
Bob,
We're sorry tQ hear that your rats are
gone. Maybe you'll find something
else to play with! We're looking forward to a f.ee meal after our macro
exam. It's real small of you !
_
Love,
., .C:, D., L., T.
Congratulations to all the new P.S.E:
officers, and good luck to all the
graduating members. Also a Merry
Christmas and Happy New Year to
everyone in P.S.E.
A New Member
To The Three's:
Merry Christmas to the MS3 col
UMSL. You have done a fine job, but
still have a long way to go. Cooperate
together, graduate together. Have a
Happy New Yean
MS3 Co Commander
. M.S. and KW. Anderson,
Santa's sleigh is red / His suit is too,
This is a Christmas wish for you!
Jack and Kathy

Maureen,
.
I haven't told you this before - I love
you. Please don't forget the Ozarks,
I know I won'tl Drop mea hint if you're
still interested.
I've Missy-ed you,
Love,.Craig D.
To the Fairest Cadet of All:
I know who you are, and you damn
sure ar-en't beautiful. On the other
hand, you do look like an elf.
Biffallo
Bio. ZTAs,
You're wrong, I don't mind getting a
little behind in Biology.
GDI
Don't underestimate your marketable skills. Professional writer can
turn your potential into a job-getting
resume. Resumes That Work, 7279577.
Debbie,
Please stop, I can't take it. The' way
you touch those keys, the way you
dial that phone, and oh God, those
low-class novels are just too much for
a man to take.
A Devoted Husband
To all Math Club Members:
It's great that the end of the semester
is here, and it's an equally good feeling to graduate, but we'll miss all of
the good friends we've made hanging out in the office. Take care of the
club for us.
Love,
Rhonda & Perry
P.S. We couldn't take the coffee
maker away because you're not supposed to unplug it.
Tom (Gerry's friend),
You are a slightly frazzled freshman
who will, eight years from now, be
retired and living on a desert isle surrounded by beatiful women. Never
ask strangers funny que lions. Hi,
Gerry!
Gerry's Bank Buddy
To the Fairest Cadet of All:
I've got t he bull whip and leather jacket (with metal studs) and I can see
you already have the Halloween
face. You buy the rugby tiCkets, I'll
bring the peanut butter. Go baby go!
Bif McCormack
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Colum nist thanks faculty for professionalism, sincerity
Matt Hall
columnist

Frank Russell, features/arts
editor, told me to write a blockbuster column for my finale.
Sorry Frank, I've had this idea
about writing a bunch of sentimental gibberish thanking certain teachers for their help, sincerity and professionalism.
Maybe I don't want to write a
blockbuster because I'm finally
looking down graduation's throat
and am getting an overwhelming
urge to kick back and coast, even
though I've a lot of work to do. Or
maybe it's this terrible feeling in
the pit of my stomach, a feeling
that tells me Ronnie the Jelly
Bean is going to be in office
another four years.
Well, before I get off on a
political tangent that would probably take about 5,000 words, I '
had better wrap up this column,
Anyway, I've watched an interesting process of informal advising go on among students while
I've been at UMSL. This advising

is the underground judgments on
who to take a class from and who'
not to. Often this advising is
ridiculously short of specific
reasons for a judgment. Witness
a conversation:
"Hey man, don't take Professor Headhunter if you can
help it."
"Why not?"
"Oh, he' s terrible. Really a
bad teacher."
"How come? What does he do?"
"It's pathetic. He's really a
joke."
"WeH, why? Is he hard or
something?"
"After a few weeks I just quit
going to class, he was so bad."
And so on. Well, maybe I've
exaggerated a bit, but not too
much. I know persons who have
not taken a course because of
flimsy hearsay reactions of other
students.
What we need is a teacher
evaluation collection in the library, consisting of voluntary,
essay opinions on a teacher for a
specific course, both critical and

positive opinions. Most students
who are quick to berate a teacher
in short, oral clauses (He's bad)
would not take the time to thoughtfully write their complaints.
Thus, we would have a meaningful, serious resource for both
teachers and students.

The essay format would get
around the shortcomings of the
current evaluation forms that
might ask you to rate a teacher on
a scale of 1 to 600 about his or her
ability to hand out worksheets ..
With all that said, I'd like to
briefly praise some teachrs (and
two departments) that have been
particularly helpful to me as a
student and a person.
Anthropology department: It's
hard to run a department that has

only h,!d at most three tenured
faculty members, but this department is unpretentious and dedicated to working with the undergraduate majors on a personal
basis. Some of college's most
important learning must be done
on a one-to-one basis, and in an
informal meeting! gathering atmosphere. This allowed me to
learn a lot on my own using their
help, and to apply things in a
manner that was applicable to
me.
Stuart Plattner: A versatile
teacher who pushes you extremely
hard in the first half of a semester and then eases up in the second
half so that more time can be
devoted to a term project or
paper. His greatest assests . are
his concern for students' future,
and his help on his own time.
Important quote: "If you want
something done, give it to someone who is busy."
Tom Hay: Now retired, but is
one of the most respected individuals ever associated with the
anthropology department. A tough

teacher who required a lot of
writing but more thinking. He
was good at applying subject
matter to current topics and con. cerns. Probably one of the most
lovable men I've met.
Wendy Reich: A teacher who is
really concerned whether students grasp and learn the needed
material. A very good teacher on
a one-to-one basis and generous
with her time.
Bonnie Nardi: Always wellprepared for class and has specific
reasons for all aspects of assigned
work. She requires tight, fresh
writing with limited jargon. Willing to talk outside of class.
Van Reidhead: Although women
love his deep, sexy voice, his
most notable ability is to teach
theory coherently and bring it
into an everyday reality. He
usually has. good ideas on how to
tailor school to individuals'
interests.
Vicki Holtapple: An actionoriented anthropologist who
See "Hall," page 9

features/a
's Room' to D.C.
Laurie Bunkers
reporter

Changing self-concepts, forming new relationships, evolving
sex roles and the struggle for
independence are all inherent in
our lives and are but a part of the
issues raised in " The Women's
Room. "
"The Women's Room" is the
story of Mira as created by
Marilyn French in her 1977 novel
"The Women's Room," and adapted by UMSL professor Beth
Kizer to a reader's theater production.
In April, 1982 "The Women's
Room" made its UMSL debut.
Last month it went to Washington, D.C.
On Nov. 12, Kizer, an assistant
professor of speech at UMSL, and
12 other present and former
UMSL faculty and students took
"The Women's Room" on the
road to the Speech Communication Association annual convention in Washington at the invitation of the association's Women's Caucus.
Kizer's production centers on
Mira, the novel's main character.

Born in the 1930s, Mira, like most
women of that period, marries
young, bears children and struggles through the first lean years
of marriage. She achieves the
American Dream - a doctor husband, a beautiful home and a
family - yet she isn't happy.
Then, after 14 years of marriage,
her husband asks for a divorce.
Sudden1y free, Mira returns to
college in the first flow of "displaced homemakers" and begins
the process of rediscovering who
she is and what she wants outside
her husband's shadow.
Kizer first became interested
in dOing Mira's story as a
reader's theater when she was
forced to spend some time in the
hospital and read French's novel
during the recuperative period.
"The minute I began reading it,
I realized that I identified so
strongly with it, that it was part of
me. It was the story of my life,"
she said. "It had something vital
and important to say to other
people."
Because
"The
Women's
Room" is written as a long narrative, Kizer said it lent itself to the
reader's theater form.

Instead of actors assuming
roles on stage, a reader' s theater
production uses readers who interpret the literature. As in story
telling, most of the action takes
place in the minds of the audience. The readers suggest
characters and action through
their interpretation rather than
assuming characters and graphically illustrating the action.
In Kizer's production, the action and characters are interpreted by five readers who sit on
stools center stage. Sound effects and images projected on
screens at either side of the stage
also help to set the scene.
While multimedia is not the
norm in reader' s theater, Kizer
felt it fit the literature well in
this case.
"The fact that we tried to bring
in slides and sound was important to our particular production," she said, "because so much
of Mira's memories referred
back to sounds that she heard,
music she heard and memories
th-at she had that she'd seen on TV
and in movies."
Adapting
"The
Women's
Room" to reader's theater was

not an easy task. French's novel
is over 600 pages long. Kizer had
to cut that down .to fit the 70minute time slot alloted by the
SCA, while trying to maintain the
integrity of the original work.
That meant leaving out portions of Mira's life and completely eliminating some characters.
"What I had to do was to choose
passages that, strung together,
would focus on what I considered
to be the central theme of the
novel," she said, "which is that
we're socialized into male and
female roles."
A secondary theme Kizer focused on was the color red and
roses. Roses, she said, are a
Significant part of women's lives.
"FTD keeps telling us that to tell
people you love them you ought
to send them red roses. And when
a woman goes to the hospital to
have a baby, she usually gets
some kind of floral tribute for
having gone through that," she
said.
One of the more striking
images using this theme centers
on John Kennedy's assasination.
"I remembered seeing Jackie

with a bouquet of roses in Dallas
and then Jackie getting off the
plane later in the day in Washington still with her pink suit on.
And instead of red roses in her
arms, she had red stains on her
skirt,'.' Kizer said.
USing a slide of Jackie holding
her bouquet, and later a slide of
the same roses lying crimpled in
the car where Kennedy was shot,
Kizer tried to get the audience
"to feel again the things Mira felt
when she was experiencing the
funeral."
Other slides Kizer used included photographs from her
family album, old and new
magazine
advertisements,
comic strips and photos from old
television shows. Some slides
were familiar photographs of
recent history, including frightening images of My Lai and Kent
State University.
Sound consisted of various
audio effects and popular music
of the times. Sometimes the
effects or music accompanied
images the audience saw on the
screens. In other portions of the
See "Kizer," page 9

U. Players' IMany Moons' charming, simplistic
Frank Russell
features/arts editor

•

The University Players have
finally discovered that simplicity often works best, as was
the case last weekend with the
group's production of James
Thurber's "Many Mooris."
Unlike the season-opener
"Chicago," "Many Moons" was a
natural choice for a group like
the U. Players - it is a warm,
charming comedy with serious,
understated dramatic overtones.
A small production such as this is
exactly the thing the U. Players
should be doing more often; it not
only is appropriate to the limited
size of the group's Benton Hall
Theatre, but allows for its individual members' artistic and acting talents to shine, as well.
Most of the cast had to rely on
more or less natural performances as John Grassilli's direction
of "Many Moons" seemed less
than demanding. Some seemed
next to perfect in their roles,
others were not quite as good, but

no performance stood out as anywhere near less than needed.
Particularly enjoyable were
the performances of U. Players
veteran Dave Wassilak as Thurber's clumsy king and newcomer
Lisa Briggs as the king's royal
wizard.

•
review
Richard Green and Tom Simmons were entertaining as the
Lord High Chamberlain and the
Royal Mathematician, respectively. The performances of
Andrea Cushing as Cyncia and
Sandie 'Carroll as Paretta were
quite all right, as were those of
M. Elizabeth Daniel as the Goldsmith's Daughter and Estelle
Perlstein as the Royal Nurse.
Salvatore Campione was impressive, but a bit restrained, in
his portrayal of the Royal Jester.
Lynda Brotherton seemed well-

cast in an often captivating portrayal of Princess Lenore.
The most impressive performance, in a beautifully unusual
way, was that of Helen O'Brien in
a small, but very important role
as a hospital patient who suffers
the failure of a serious eye
operation. She is the pivotal
figure around whom the simplistic fantasy of the play revolves,
yet she had no speaking lines in
the production.
Jason Well's scenic design and
Barbara Alkofer's costume design both showed an impressive
understanding of the Thurber
material and were quite good as
individual efforts, as well.
While not quite the best University Players production I've
seen in the past year and a half,
"Many Moons" seemed to be taking the group in a positive
direction .
With the problems the group
faced earlier in the semester now
apparently resolved, it will be
interesting to see where the
group leads us n~xt semester.
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Kizer
Kizer said she decided to do a
faculty production for the original show because she thinks
it's important for the speech
faculty to continue to develop
communication skills.
'
"The other reason I thought it
was a good idea to use faculty
members is because of the
maturity level needed to understand and to develop the characters for this particular story,"
she said.
Taking the show to Washington, for the second performance
presented a few problems.
" When we had t~e opportunity
to do it again, I thought, 'Oh, well
now we've got the rough stuff out
of the way and it will be easier.'
But it was also more difficult in a
lot of ways, " she said.
One of the problems she ran
into was not being able to rehearse with the entire cast until
arriving in Washington since two

from page 8
show, slides and sound were used
independently.
The audience hears the school
bells and hall noises from Mira's
childhood school days, the cafeteria noises from her days at
Harvard, and music that signaled
the stages of her life - the music
of Bing Crosby, Glen Miller, Pete
Seeger, Odetta, Cream and
others.

-

The readers for "The Women's
Room" were UMSL speech department faculty members, past
and present, including Deborah
Gwillim (now at Roanoke College
in Salem, Va.), Marsha Littell,
Don Shields, Laurie Steiner and
Claudia Trapani (now at the
University of New Orleans). Former UMSL speech professor
Gary Burns directed slides and
sound for the show.

cast ' members (Trapani and
Gwillim) no longer live in St.
Louis.
Another problem was arranging rehearsal times around the
other programs scheduled in the
same room as her production.
That meant having rehearsals at
odd hours and putting up the set
and equipment until 1 or 2 in
the morning.
"You're very time-bound when
you do a program for a convention," she said, "since it has to fit
in to everybody's else's schedule."
On the other hand, taking the
show on the road gave her the
opportunity to spend some time
editing the script, creating new
characterizations and refining
slides and sound.
"There were a few instances
from the original show which
didn't seem to be as effective as
we wanted," she said, " so the
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work were sold to ABC-TV so
they could do a made-fur-TV
movie," Kizer said, "But I understand those rights are about to
expire and we can proceed with
the publishing plans."
With the second production
just completed, Kizer is contemplating another performance.
Other colleges have invited her
to bring the production to their
campuses, and some local
groups have expressed an interest as well.
" If we do it again I would like to
recast this time," she said. "It's
impossible to keep reassembling
a cast that's scattered. And I'd
.like to have the opportunity to
work with students this time."

Hall
doesn't like learning for learning's sake. She uses innovate
and untested teaching techniques that some students find
objectionable. Her general and
holistic approach to teaching is a
real plus.
Bob Jamieson: One of the great
generalists on campus. Is there
any subject matter that this man
doesn't have a thorough concept
of? A top-notch teacher who likes
to take on serious and perhaps
unresolvable problems in an
entertaining and thought-provoking way. He uses personal
experience to keep his teaching
relaxed and down to earth.
Harry Bash (SOCiology): My
apologies for pigeon-holing him
into the anthropology section but
he does reside on the sixth floor
of the tower. He has well-prepared
lectures and is impeccably articulate, diligently selecting every
word. Important quote: "All we
have in the world are opinions ... "
English department: In specific
the writing instructors are a very
professional lot. I can't speak for
all of them but the five that I had
are dependable, enthuSiastic,
strict and challenging.
Ken Smith: I learned the essentials of column writing from him.
He is well-prepared for classes
and expects participation of students. Very willing to discuss different opinions.

--

second performance allowed us
to further polish what we had
started in the beginning."
When sh-edecided she wanted
to do the reader's theater version
of "The Women's Room," Kizer
wrote to the author, asking permission to cut the script.
"The letter I got back from her
said to try to make a script and if
she read it and approved it, then
she would give her approval for a
presentation," she said.
So she cut the script and sent it
to French.
The script was approved and
French's literary agent volunteered to help her get the adaptation published.
"We've been hampered in that
effort because the right$ to the

Sun package includes:
Air, room, transfers,
and more!
Call Craig 352·6220
Exclusive Travel Service

Jane Parks-Clifford: I had her
when I didn't give a damn about
writing and still learned a lot.
She introdu ced Mother Jones
magazine to me for which I'm
ever grateful.
Martha Baker: She is now at
the St. Louis Business Journal. A
hard-nosed, intense writing instructor who taught you things no matter how hard you resisted. I
learned to enjoy writing while
taking her class. She once circled
the word " Its' " on a paper of
mine and wrote DUM! in large
red letters. I've never had problems remembering what she
taught me.
Ellie Chapman: A teacher that
brings a lot of professional experience into the classroom. She
centers her teaching around
what is going to be usable in the
writer' s jotrn-arket. As. head of
the writing certificate program,
she shows a real concern for every
student in the program.
Nan Sweet: A beautiful teacher
who teaches at the intersection
of art, writing and the self. Her
instruction goes well beyond the
classroom walls. It's a risk taking
a course from her because you
may not be the same person
afterward . Flexible but strict,
her often free associative teaching method can be very enlightening if the stUdent isn't preoccupied with a traditional lecture
format. Important concepts: "No
explanations," and "Supplement
anything with everything."
- . The important thing about
most of these teachers is that
they put their personal selves
into teaching. Learning can be a
gleaning of knowledge from a
teacher, or, more importantly, it
can be the recognition of how that
knowledge has shaped, changed
and affected a human being. The
later approach allows the teacher
and the student to learn.
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• Criminal
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650 N. Je"ferson
Florissant, MO
921-1948
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I'll end this series of columns
with this thought from Hunter S.
Thompson: "When the going gets
weird, the weird turn pro."
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Poor shots are key
Daniel A. Kimack
sports editor

You've heard it befor e: The
main objective in basket ball is to
work the . ball inside for the
easy bucket.
No fault of gu ards Bob McCorm ack and Carlos Smith, but
Coach Rich Meckfessel would
like to see t he two UMSL backcourters shoot just a little le ss.
Case in point: UMSL's 71- 66
victory over Missouri Baptist
College Saturday night.
"Against Missouri Baptist,"
Meckfessel said, "our guards
were shooting too much. Bob and
Carlos combined took 32 shots I think we would be a better team
if that dropped to about 25."
The defensive duo output 28
points in the contest, however,
and were largely responsible for
the victory, Meckfessel admitted.
" Right now we're a better
perimeter team than we are inside," he added. " We've got to get
the ball inside more. "
Case in point: During UMSl's
85-62 loss to the University of
South Carolina last week, Smith
not only led all scorers with 19
points, but grabbed half of the
Rivermen's four rebounds.
"Carlos played very well, "
Meckfessel praised, " but they
(South Carolina) were too big and
strong for us. "

Meckfessel went on to point
out the physically dominant play
of USC allowed by the game's
loose offiCiating. Much of the
UNCC aggressiveness forced the
Rivermen to shoot from the
outs idf·
" We won't win consistently
with per imeter shooting," Meckfessel said. " We've got to get the
ball in the hands of our forwards
and centers. We're going to have
to learn to be m or e patient and
more sele ctive."
Case in point: During UMSL's
75-73 loss to the University of
North Carolina-Charlotte last
week, mistakes dwindled a fivepoint lead with just over six
minutes to go.
,
" Brad Perry replaced Kurt
Berg at forward (Berg suffered a
broken hand during the USC
game and is expected back after
the holidays), " Meckfessel said,
"and had the best game with 12
pOints and seven rebOunds. But
we missed a couple of shots late
in the game and some of them
weren't real good shots to take. "
Both USC and UNCC are Divi~ion 1 schools, and while UMSL
was outclassed at USC, Meckfessel said the team played fairly
well against UNCC.
"They have five of their starters back from last year's team, "
Meckfessel said. " It was a good
vict ory fo r us but UNCC isn't a

Kandy is sweetness
for Larson's hoopers
Kurt Jacob
reporter

Mike Larson and his women's
basketball team are making
believers out of people.
Just looking at what his
team has returning from last
season would lead anyone to
be a nonbeliever - four letterwomen and two starters; hardly enough to build on.
But Lar~on is in the midst of
construction - to the tune of
an early season 3-2 mark,
including a big win last Saturday over 'across-to~ rival Saint
Louis University. Heads began to turn and take notice of
UMSL after the victory.
The Riverwomen held off a
much-improved Lady Billiken
. team, 68-64, behind the tremendous shooting of senior
forward Kandy Cassaday and
strong board play from freshman center Marni Schmidt.
Cassaday shot an outstanding 11 for 15 from the floor,
collecting 25 points - many
from the inside.
At the same time, Schmidt
scored just seven pOints but
gra bbed a gam e high 13 r ebounds. The combination of
these two stron~ performances was enough to push
UMSL over the top and to
victory .
" Preparing for St. Louis, "
Larson said, "we worked a lot
on getting the ball inside posting up strong, passing
correctly, etc. It really paid
off sine, that's where we did
most of our scoring."
How true. In the second
half, UMSL had 16 field goals
- 14 of them coming from
inside the lane. In other words,
the game plan was executed
quite well and accounted for
the victory.
It also helped that Gina
Gregory and newcomer Jody
Lisch poured in 16 and 9
points, respectively.

Kandy Cassaday
Forward

A lot of the early success
that the UMSL squad has
enjoyed can be attributed to
the type of defense the team is
employing. Larson has installed a matchup zone type
defense that the Riverwomen
have taken ad~antage of by
playing so aggressively.
"This is the first year I've
coached this type of defense,"
Larson said, " but right now, I
can't complain about its effectiveness.
" This has really strengthened our defense so I imagine
we'R stick with it for a while."
Offensively for the Riverwomen, the story is a little
different.
" We're just not there yet
offensively," Larson said,
"we're"working hard on the
fundamentals - passing, cutting, setting good picks - but
we're not as effective as I'd
like to be. Sometimes, it just
takes time."
UMSL will take ' its 3-2
record on the road this weekend to face School of the
Ozarks on Friday night and
William Woods College on
Saturday.
These will be the first road
games for the River~omen.

real good Division 1 team they're not close to the team they
had six years ago when they
made the NCAA Division 1
Final Four."
And while Meckfessel hopes
for his Rivermen's inside game
to improve, he has been very
pleased 'with the play of both
McCormack and Smith.
Smith, described by Meckfessel as a likely All-American
candidate, has played in only
thr ee of the Riverm en's games
this year and has started one.
But the 5-foot-8 gu ard is
second in team scoring with 48
points, and has the highest
points-per-game average with
16.0.
" Smith is piaying remarkably
well for someone who has missed
as much practice as he has,"
Meckfessel said. "He's still not at
100 percent, though."
Smith suffered a hamstring
pull during the early weeks of
practice and saw his first playing
time against USC.
McCormack, on the other hand,
has been somewhat of a surprise.
Meckfessel expected the backcourt mate of Smith to help out
this season, but the degree of
success he has enjoyed thus far is
overwhelming.
Meckfessel, however, says
See " Basketball," page 11

CRAS H I NG GLASS: Ron Porter (44) and Tom Coyne battle for
a rebound in t he Rivermen's contest with Missouri Baptist
College.

Swimmers meet three, win two
Jim Goulden
reporter

The UMSL swim teams were
hosts to three meets last week.
Saint Louis University supplied
the opposition last Wednesday
against the Rivermen and Riverwomen. Saturday Blackburn
College and George Williams
College visited the UMSL pool.
In the meet against SLU, the
UMSL men's team was nosed out
by the SLU swimmers 53-52 ,
while the women's team was
hammered 89-5.' Bob Chitwood
won the 200 .individual medley
and the 100 freesty·le. Other winners for UMSL were John Wilson
(50 freestyle), Greg Menke (200
breaststrOke), and the 400 free
relay team of Joe Hofer, Jeff
Bock, Mike Hade, and John
Wilson.
UMSL swim ' coach, . Rick
Fowler, found the men's loss
extremely disappointing. "If we
would have had a diver we would

have won," he noted. In fact , he
put out a plea for divers. " If there
is anyone who is even interested
in diving, let me know. We will
teach you," the coach pleaded.
Fowler said that if the team had a
diver, that they would not have to
automatically give up points.
Thewomen's team on the other
hand is in desperate need of
bodies. " You can't compete with
only three girls on your team,"
.Fowler said. So Fowler will be on
the prowl for women swimmers
next year.
Saturday the Rivermen beat
both Blackburn and George Williams. They swam ,past Blackburn 60-28, and then whipped
GWC, 58-32. Fowler noted that in
order for UMSL to be successful
Chitwood and Hofer would have
to lead the team and that they
would have to receive some
assistance from John Wilson.
Overall, Fowler was very
pleased with the effort put out by
his team. "We swam pretty good,"
he said.

Fowl er also admitted that he
knew he was inheriting a troubled
team. " We've made a lot of progress, but ther e is still some way
to go," he said.
One of Fowler'S biggest problems is competing with schools
that give scholarships. "We don't
give out any scholarships, so we
won't get the best of the high
school swimmers," he said.
Despite these obstacles, the
swimmers will continue to try
and qualify for the NCAA Division II swim meet, the team' s
major goal.
This week the two teams finish
their pre-holiday schedule, when
they partake in a triangular meet
in Kirskville, Mo. , as they take on
Northeast Missouri State University and the University of
Nebraska-Omaha. The teams
will then enjoy the holidays and
resume their schedule {)n
January 13.

Skaters turn out, turn in victory
Jim Goulden
reporter

The UMSL men's hockey team
evened it s record Nov . 30 by
downing Washington' University.
The UMSL skaters were led by
the line of Ken Witbrodt, J im
LaPorta, and Gerry Glenn, as
that line accounted fo r fo ur of
UMSL's six goals, in the 6-3
trium ph.
The win rais ed the UMSL
record to 5-5. Mark Starr notched
the win in goal for UMSL. With
the victory, UMSL stayed in conte ntion for a first-round bye in
the playoffs.
The icemen enjoyed a strong
turnout by its players for one of
the few times this year. UMSL
dressed 16 players, enabling the
team to play fresh the whole
game. For the better part of the
season the club has had to go with
only two lines, which meant most
of the team was out on the ice for
half of the game.
Witbrodt centered the big line,
with LaPorta on his left wing and

Glenn on his right. LaPorta led
the way with two goals and an
assist, while Witbrodt added a
goal and two assists , and Glenn
netted the line's other goal.
"When we take ourselves seriously, we can be at anyone," Witbrodt
said.
Despite the rocky season thus
far, UMSL is still in good shape
for the playoffs. If UMSL could
get a consistent output, it would
stay in contention fo r the league
cham pionship. At 5-5 the UMSL
club is six pOints behind pacesetting St. Lo uis Commu nity
College at Meramec. Right behind Meram ec is Saint Louis
Univers ity and Logan College
of Ch'i r opra ctic.
" We won Wednesday, becau se
we played the better game ,"
Starr s·a id. It was an important
game for UMSL to win - Wash U
is one of the two teams below'
UMSL in the standings and it is
imperative to beat those teams if
UMSL plans to move up in the
standings.
" We played good, with all
things considered," said Wit-

brodt, implying that the team did
not play between Nov. 9 and Nov.
30. " We were rusty, but we had a
pretty good game," Witbrodt
added.
Starr and Witbrodt both believe
t hat their team can win it all
again, "None of the top fo ur teams
takes the others for granted; anyone can win it," Witbrodt noted.
Starr echoed Witbrodt's thoughts,
" I think we can still win; we have
to play tough, though. " " Talentwise, we're better than a fourthplace team," Witbrodt said. " We
could have beaten SLU the first
time we played, and we should
have beaten Logan the last time
we played them. We could be 7-3,
instead of 5- 5," he added.
The loss dropped Washington
U. 's record to 2- 8; their only two
wins have come against lowly
Parks College, which has yet to
win a game in its two seasons in
the league. Barring a miracle,
Wash U. will play Parks in the
first round, to determine who
will advance into the second
round of the playoffs.
See "Hockey," page 11
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Basketball
from page 10
there are reasons why McCormack is leading the team - other
than his much-improved skills.
"I expected a good year from
Bob," Meckfessel said, " but the
injury to Smith (which summoned McCormack to starting
duties), his good play, his
improvement, and the time he
has seen against t he zone de-

Hockey
fense (approximately 175 minutes)
have made him this effective."
Meckfessel said that McCormack is most successful against
zone defenses because they allow
him to shoot from the perimeter.
And while McCormack and
Smith can both score from outside the lane, Meckfessel is hoping his forwards can work the ball
inside more.

'I ntramural Stats
INTRAMURAL SOCCER
Championship Game
FU BAR 1, Papal Lions 0

INTRAMURAL COED HOC SOC
FINAl. STANDINGS
Sparks
ROTC
Net Results
Sigma Tau Gamma
Papal Lyons II

Cardinal League
W L GF GA Pt.Diff.
3
3

1
1

9
8

5
4

4

2

2

9

7

2

1
1

3
3

6
5

12
9

-6
-4

4

Gold League
W L: GF GA Pt. Diff.

Avalanche
Tekes
Papal Lyons I
Blast
Pikes

4

0

19

3
2

1
2

6
6

1

3
4

8
5

o

2
5

17
1

6

0

17

-9

14

-9

Semifinal PlayC?ffs

Sparks 3, Tekes 0
Avalanche 3, ROTC 2

Sparks 2, Avalanche 1

Final Playoffs

INTRAMURAL BASKETBALL
..,

Semifinal Playoffs
Indy's defeated Stars
The What? defeated Shorts

Final Playoffs
The What? defeated Indy's (16-15,16-15)

by games against Logan on Jan.
18, Parks on Jan. 25 and SLU on
Feb. 2, and the team closes the
season out against Washington
U. on Feb. 14 . Big games for
UMSL will be against SLU,
Logan, and Meramec. A loss will
probably knock the team out of a

from page 10
Hockey notes: Upcoming games
find the UMSL squad facing off
against league leading Meramec,
tonight at the Affton Athletic
Association Ice Rink, at 10:30
p.m. That game will be followed

chance for the leagll'e crown, but
not out of a bid for second or third
place.
UMSL has five more regular
season games left, one against
each of the other teams in the
league.

Smith lacks size, not ability
last week at the University of
South Carolina's Frank McGuire
Arena.
Out of action about three
weeks because of a nasty hamstring pull, Smith, who weighed
about 150 pounds if you include
the wrapping on his leg, came
off the bench to dazzle the
crowd with an 8-of-13 shooting
performance from the floor and
three of four free throw attempts for 19 points, tops on the
team. He even led the Rivermen with five rebounds - not
bad for the smallest player on
the floor.

Jeff Kuchno
columnist

What's all this fuss about
Carlos Smith's size?
As a 5-foot-8-inch, 148-pound
guard on the UMSL basketball
team, Smith is a misfit in a
game of giants. He's too short.
He's too light. Hewould even be
deemed small on a junior high
team, much less a respectable
four-year college team like
UMSL's.
So what!
Quite frankly, I'm glad Smith
is undersized, because what he
lacks in physical stature, he
compensates for in ability. And
if he was a few inches taller, and
perhaps a few pounds heavier,
he certainly wouldn't be performing at UMSL. Instead, he
would be showcasing his talents
amidst the glitter and glamour
of major college ball.
UMSL coach Rick Meckfessel believes Smith is "pound ,
for pound" maybe the best
player in the country. (Sorry,
Carlos, the University of North
Carolina's Michael Jordan has
the "inch for inch" label all to
himself.)
But, like Jordan, Smith is
electrifying. UMSL's backcourt
whiz is catlike quick, shows
.great anticipation and possesses shooting range equal to
any long-range bomber on any
level in the land. When the
game is on the line, it's a safe
bet the ball will be..in Smith's
hands .
. Nearly 8,000 spectators saw
Smith make his 1983-84 debut

kuchno's
korner.
After the game, South Carolina coach Bill Foster had
glowing remarks for Smith.
"That Carlos Smith is a heck of
a shooter," he said. "As soon as
he is completely healthy, he
really is going to be something."
Excuse me, Coach. He already
is. One night after the South
Carolina contest, Smith came
off the bench again to lead the
team with 15 points in a tough
75-73 loss to the Vniversity of
North
Carolina-Charlotte.
Smith, an unerring free throw
shooter, poured in seven of
eight shots from the charity
stripe as UMSL nearly upset a
Division 1 foe .

In last Saturday's 71- 66 win
over Missouri Baptist College,
Smith manufactured another
fine effort, scoring 14 points. It
was his third consecutive
impressive outing after three
weeks of inactivity, a feat most
players wouldn't be able to
accomplish.
But S"mith isn't quite satisfied. He admits he is not yet
moving at full speed, and that
fact is reflected by his defensive problems and a smattering
of turnovers in the last week.
"My defense hasn't been this
bad in quite a while," Smith said.
" I've just been getting beat to
the hole too many times.
"Offensively, my timing is
off because I haven't played in a
while. I'm just trying to work
myself back into shape."
Smith yearns to be at his best
as often as possible. If he isn't,
and if he doesn't stay. healthy,
the Rivermen will never reach
their full potential. But Smith
sees bright results ahead for
himself and the team.
"This is my last year and I
want to go out in style," he said.
"I want to have a complete
year. "
Smith will have to go some
distance to amass his feats of a
year ago, when he led the team
in scoring, free throw shooting,
assists and steals.
But, Smith feels, "The best is
yet to come."
If Smith is right, UMSL basketball fans should derive plenty
of enjoyment watching No. 00
do his thing on the basketball'
court.

Best Snow Year Ever!

SKI COLORAIJ()

..

Crested Butte ·159
(regular ·169)

~

....

a•
.

DEC.9&10
7:30 & 10pm
101 Stadler Hall
$1 w/UMSL Student 1.0.

$1.50 General Public

Special Offer
Must sign up by Dec. 14
\

Package ' includes:
• 5 nights deluxe condominium lodging
• Mtn. Picnic & Ski Race
• Ski jamboree party with music
• 4 full days of lift tickets
... and much more

Contact Mary Burrows
721-2366
UMSL Kayak Club
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An Open Letter to the University Senate
On Tuesday, January 17, 1984, you will be asked to vote on a proposal which will have far reaching consequences for
the future of student representation on this .campus.
This measure, known as the "Campus Governance Proposal," would eliminate important student seats within the
University Senate and on key committees (including the University Libraries Committee, Curriculum and Instruction Committee, and the Fiscal Resources and Long Range Planning Committees). Although these cuts were
originally undertaken in the guise of" streamlining," a close examination of the document reveals that student seats
are being cut even on committees which are substantially increased in size; Fiscal Resources and Long Range Planning, for example, would have 18 members each (instead of the present 11), yet a student seat is cut (leaving us with
only two!). On the other committees, student seats are cut not to make way for the inclusion of the Staff Association
(which we applaud) but to give additional seats to the faculty ()Vho already dominate the process).
.

\

If"streamlining" is truly the objective, each sector of the campus community should be streamlined in an equitable
fashion; if it is not, eliminating our seats is a gratuitous slap at students.
The timing of this proposal is particularly unfortunate. I t comes just as dogged efforts to increase student awareness
and involvement are beginning to bear fruit. Students are making important contributions as chairpersons ofthree
Senate committees. Student participation in the Senate is reaching an all-time high - at the close of the November
Senate meeting, we numbered fully one-third of those in attendance. Nearly 1,000 students have already taken an
informe~ stance against this Senate measure as the' result of a student-initiated petition drive'.
Students are not asking for the world. We are wiUing to accept dilution of our committee strength, if others feel th~
need to add additional seats; all we ask is that our own opportunities for input and participation not be curtailed. We
ask no advancement in our role in the decision-making process; we ask only mitigation of its erosion. As the largest
single segment of the campus community - and the onelhat pays for the educational product that it produces - we
do not think that is too much to ask. Despite the fact that the Student Association, the student organizations, the student newspaper and students at large are united on this issue as they have seldom been united before, we are asking
for less than we have now!
All that we ask is to safeguard our role on determining our future - for some voice in what we receive for the substap..rial investment we make here. It is we who ultimately must live with what we receive for that investment. In return, we
vow to do everything in our power to continue to i~prove both the quantity and the quality of student contributions
to the governance process.
.
Sincerely,
Gregory L Barnes
President, U,MSL Students for Action
Barb Willis
President, UMSL Student Association
Lawrence E. Wines
President-emeritus,
Association

UMSL

Peggy Eggers
President, UMSL Opera Workshop;
UMSL Student Association Assembly .
Michael T. Johnson
Chairman, Senate Student
Committee

Affairs

Student

Joseph P. Kupferer, Jr.
Communications Chair, UMSL Student Association
Sandy Richey
Grievance Chair, UMSL Student
Association; President, UMSL Psychology Organization
Patricia Harris
Social Chair, UMSL Student Association, President SMSTA
David Foote
Vice President, UMSL Student Association
M. Kevin Bruce
Secretary, UMSL Student Association
Joseph Lamb
Treasurer, UMSL Student Association;
President, College Republicans

Gary Barnhart
elected representative, UMSL Student
Association Assembly
Mark Braton
Graduate School representative, UMSL
Student Association Assembly
Earl Cook
Epsilon Beta Gamma, UMSL Student
Association Assembly
Bill Hopkins
Graduate School representative, UMSL
Student Association Assembly
Ken Klages
Graduate School representative, UMSL
Student Association Assembly
Khan Lau
elected representative, UMSL Student
Association Assembly

Sue Jansen
Chairperson, UMSr;:Student Association

. Randall Loeschner
elected representative and student
assistant, UMSL Student Association
Assembly

Terry Inman
.
Parlimentarian, UMSL Student Association

Bill Lynch
Optometry School representative,
UMSL Student Association Assembly

Thomas Fir~sek
President, Student Democrats; UMSL
Student Association Assembly

Pam Schneider
Nursing School representative, UMSL
Student Association Assembly

Carol Wolf
Student Missouri Teachers Asso ciation;, UMSL Student Association
Assembly
Frank Wetter
Business School representative, UMSL
Student Association Assembly
John Wines
Evening College representative, UMSL
Student Association Assembly
Major Hieken
elected
representative,
Graduate
School, UMSL' Student Association
Assembly
Sheila Smith
UMSL STUDENTS FOR ACTION:
UMSL Student Association Assembly
Ken Eckert
Pi Kappa Alpha, UMSL Student Association A$sembly
Maureen Corbett
Peer Counselors; Student Activities
Budget Committee
Deryl Earsom
President, UMSL Outback
UMSL Student Association

Club;

Chris Cataldo
Presi dent, Political Science Academy
Timothy Tolley
Administrative Chair, UMSL Student
Association; President, Disabled Students Union
K~in Curtin
editor, CURRENT

Approximately 1,000 other students
who have signed petitions
Paid for by Gregory L. Barnes

